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Abstract

Steady-state operation of the advanced tokamak reactor relies on main-

taining plasma stability with respect to the resistive wall mode (RWM). Active

magnetic feedback and plasma rotation are the two methods proposed and

demonstrated for this purpose. A comprehensive modeling effort including

both magnetic feedback and plasma rotation is needed for understanding the

physical mechanisms of the stabilization and to project to future devices. For

plasma with low rotation, a complete solution for the feedback issue is ob-

tained by assuming the plasma obey ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHDs)
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and utilizing a normal mode approach (NMA) [M.S. Chu, et al., Nucl. Fusion

43, 441 (2003)]. It is found that poloidal sensors are more effective than radial

sensors and coils inside of the vacuum vessel more effective than outside. For

plasmas with non-negligible rotation, a comprehensive linear non-ideal MHD

code, the MARS-F has been found to be suitable. MARS-F [Y.Q. Liu, et al.,

Phys. Plasmas 7, 3681 (2000)] has been benchmarked in the ideal MHD limit

against the NMA. Effect of rotation stabilization of the plasma depends on the

plasma dissipation model. Broad qualitative features of the experiment are

reproduced. Rotation reduces the feedback gain required for RWM stabiliza-

tion. Reduction is significant when rotation is near the critical rotation speed

needed for stabilization. International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

(ITER) [R. Aymar, et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 44, 519 (2002)] (sce-

nario IV for advanced tokamak operation) may be feedback stabilized with β

above the no wall limit and up to an increment of ∼50% towards the ideal

limit. Rotation further improves the stability.
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